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Diversified Metal, Mining, Power and 
Energy player. Consistent Dividend 
Payer of past 14 years 

 

CMP: 169   Target Price: 207   Exp Return: 22 % 
 
“Sesa-Sterlite” global major in the offing: 
 
Established in 1955 
 
With  all of Vedanta’s subsidiaries (except KCM - copper company based in Zambia) coming 
under the Sesa-Sterlite fold it would become a diversified major having interest in ferrous 
metals, non ferrous metals (copper, aluminium, zinc, lead, silver), power and oil space. 
Further all expansions undertaken by the group would now be through this entity. The net 
debt for the consolidated ‘Sesa Sterlite’ stands at Rs 369 bn. The organization restructuring  
would give comfort to the parent “Vedanta Resources  Plc” by having the holding  structure 
simplified and the debt being passed on to the Indian subsidiary. The company has been 
sharing that this exercise would also be giving them “synergy benefit” of Rs 10bn every year. 
 
 
Recent Concern:  
The Goa government has temporarily suspended all mining activities in its state with 
immediate effect as of September 11, 2012 after the Justice Shah Commission found serious 
illegalities and irregularities in mining operations in the state of Goa. As per the order the 
suspension of mining operation shall not affect trade and transportation of ore already 
mined and existing in the lease hold area, in transit or stored or stocked on the jetties. 
Going forward as per the order a verification and clearance committee will be formed, 
which will scrutinise the documents, papers, approvals, etc. according to a check list to be 
notified separately in respect of each mining lease so that those having valid clearance are 
allowed to commence mining operations for the rest of the mining season. 
 
Sesa Goa is likely to start importing iron ore for feeding its 6.25 lakh tonnes pig iron plant in 
Goa due to a mining ban in the state. After the imposition of mining ban in Goa in 
September this year, its production has come to halt. 
 
Sesa Goa’s Financials 
Equity  : 87 cr   Promoter’s  Holding : 55 % 
Market Cap : 16704 cr  FII Holding  : 27 % 
Book Value : 148   P/BV   : 1.14 
P/E  : 12   Ind P/E   : 18  
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Dividend : 400 %   Face Value Rs.  : 1  
 
 
At current price of Rs. 169, Sesa Goa is trading 65% down from peak of Rs. 470 seen in 2007 
 
Sesa Goa is trading at low PE of 12 compared to industry ave of 18.  
 
Sesa Goa has been consistent dividend payer in last 14 years. In some years, it has paid 
dividend more than once in the form on interim dividend. 
 
Key Risks: 
 
Delay in Supreme Court decision 
Continued slowdown in China and Developed world 
Government policy 
Higher interest rates 
 
Economic Perspective: Chinese economy is observing upturn  since last 3 months. Recent 
PMI data and Factory output data were encouraging. We have seen massive quantitative 
easing across the developed world and emerging world. China had announced largest QE as 
% of GDP.  
 
Now, China is central to raw material prices. Price of minerals and metals are decided on the 
basis of China’s demand. China consumes 48% of world iron ore production. Uptick in 
factory data and PMI shows that china is waking up again to resume its giant export engine 
and that can lead to higher mineral and metal prices. 
 
Experts also agree that except Gold, we have not seen the inflationary impact of 
coordinated quantitative easing on Global scale of unprecedented size and volume. Until 
now, the money pumped in by central banks were lying with banks and had not slipped into 
economy. Having reached to pre crisis level of indices, close to 2 % reduction in 
unemployment number and contained inflation in US and Germany and many emerging 
nations, lending should resume soon. When this colossal sum of money transcends into 
Global economy, it will lead to rise in all tangible assets. The first beneficiary of them should 
be Mining and Energy firms. 
 
From other side, close to 300 crore emerging nations population is rapidly migrating from 
lower class to middle and upper middle class, raising their need of all kind of resources. That 
should lead to unparalleled boom in natural resources.  
 
 
 
 
Technical Perspective:  
Sesa Goa’s weekly and Monthly charts are exhibiting that it has bottomed out and ready for 
a new rally. Yes, there are key resistances to be conquered before it enters into all out bull 
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market. Key resistances are 193, 207 and 217. Sesa Goa has strength to extend rally up to 
240.  
 
In weekly patterns, It has bounced back from 158 number of times proving it to be critical 
support. 
 
In Monthly, I am observing even stronger signal. Last 3 months including current month ( 
August, September and October ) have closed on same price of 171. Last 3 months closing 
on one price indicates, it has gained strength on every dip and it should act as strong 
support when it starts riding. 
 
Weekly Chart 

 
 
Monthly Chart 
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Sesa Goa  is quoting at Rs. 169. Buy with a price target of Rs. 207. Expected Upside: 22%. 
 
I will review price target as and when I find significant changes in technical or fundamentals. 
 
Regards 
Dhaval Shah   
Blog: http://investmentacademy.wordpress.com   

E-Mail: academyofinvestment@gmail.com  
Mob: 98255 28815 
 
Disclaimer:   
This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be 
any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. Investment Academy is not soliciting any action 
based upon it. This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your 
information and should not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person in any form. 
The report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is 
accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon such. Investment Academy shall not be in any 
way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in 
the information contained in this report. Investment Academy do not provide, at any time, any 
express or implied warranty of any kind, regarding any matter pertaining to this report, including 
without limitation the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and 
non-infringement. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations. 
Investment Academy may have interests/ positions, financial or otherwise in the securities 
mentioned in this report. This information is subject to change without any prior notice. Investment 
Academy reserves the right to make modifications and alternations to this statement as may be 
required from time to time. Nevertheless, Investment Academy is committed to providing 
independent and transparent recommendations to its clients, and would be happy to provide 
information in response to specific client queries. 
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